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Figure 5: Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) 
Model with 2 hidden layers of 100 nodes 







Figure 6: Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) 
Model w th 2 hidden layers o  100 nodes 
each and 2 output nodesFigure 5: 
Multil y r Perceptron (MLP) Mod l with 2 




Figure 5: Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) 
Model with 2 hidden layers of 100 nodes 
each and 10 output nodesTABLE	I:	Tasks	
of	Numbers	Experiments 





























































































































































































Figure 10: Structure of model trained on task 3, M3Figure 9: Example of Weighted 
SGD for first layer for model, M2TABLE	II:	Attributes	of	Regularized	Parameters 
 
Figure 9: Example of Weighted SGD for first layer for model, M2TABLE	II:	
Attributes	of	Regularized	Parameters 

































































































































































































































































































































Figure 17: Plot of average accuracies for 
all 5 tasksFigure 16: Confusion Matrices 
for all 5 unmerged modelsTABLE	III:	
Tasks	of	MIT	Indoor	Scenes 
 
Figure 16: Confusion Matrices for all 5 
unmerged modelsTABLE	III:	Tasks	of	
MIT	Indoor	Scenes 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 23: Confusion Matrix for Task 2 Unmerged Model on entire EMNIST datasetTABLE	
IV:	Performance	Metrics	of	Task	1	Unmerged	Model	for	EMNIST	dataset 
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Figure 24: Confusion Matrix for Task 3 Unmerged Model on entire EMNIST datasetTABLE	
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Figure 25: Confusion Matrix for Task 4 Unmerged Model on entire EMNIST datasetTABLE	
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Figure 26: Confusion Matrix for Task 5 Unmerged Model on entire EMNIST datasetTABLE	
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Figure 27: Plot of average accuracies for all 5 unmerged models with updated classifier 






Figure 28: Confusion Matrix for Task 2 Merged Model on entire EMNIST datasetFigure 27: 
Plot of average accuracies for all 5 unmerged models with updated classifier layers for each 
modelTABLE	VIII:	Performance	Metrics	of	Task	5	Unmerged	Model	for	EMNIST	dataset 
 
Figure 27: Plot of average accuracies for all 5 unmerged models with updated classifier 
layers for each modelTABLE	VIII:	Performance	Metrics	of	Task	5	Unmerged	Model	for	
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Figure 29: Confusion Matrix for Task 3 Merged Model on entire EMNIST datasetFigure	x:	
Confusion	Matrix	for	Task	2	Merged	Model	on	entire	EMNIST	dataset 
 



























































Figure 30: Confusion Matrix for Task 4 Merged Model on entire EMNIST datasetTABLE	X:	
Performance	Metrics	of	Task	3	Merged	Model 
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Figure 31: Confusion Matrix for Task 5 Merged Model on entire EMNIST datasetTABLE	XI:	
Performance	Metrics	of	Task	4	Merged	Model 
 
Figure 31: Confusion Matrix for Task 5 Merged Model on entire EMNIST datasetTABLE	XI:	
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Figure 33: Plot of average accuracies of all 4 unmerged modelsFigure 32: Plot of average 




Figure 32: Plot of average accuracies of all 4 merged modelsTABLE	XII:	Performance	
Metrics	of	Task	5	Merged	Model 
 














































































































































































































































































Figure 34: Model Configuration 1TABLE	XIII:	Tasks	of	Overlapped	Datasets 
 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Category	 Accuracy	 Precision	 Recall	 F1	Score	 TP	 FP	 TN	 FN	
3	 0.7408	 0.92109	 0.740	 0.821191	 3759	 322	 4881	 1315	







Category	 Accuracy	 Precision	 Recall	 F1	Score	 TP	 FP	 TN	 FN	
3	 0.8638	 0.9941	 0.8638	 0.924391	 4383	 26	 5177	 691	






































3	 16.6002	 7.9259	 16.6002	 12.5672	
















3	 40319.9987	 298.6193	 40319.9987	 22540.5114	











3	 67383.3324	 1328.3944	 67383.3324	 38010.3157	











































3	 40519.9983	 298.9197	 40519.9983	 22610.2538	










Category	 Accuracy	 Precision	 Recall	 F1	Score	 TP	 FP	 TN	 FN	
4	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 10028	 4798	
7	 0.000192	 1.0	 0	 0.000384	 1	 0	 9624	 5202	






























Category	 Accuracy	 Precision	 Recall	 F1	Score	 TP	 FP	 TN	 FN	
4	 0.81679	 0.8678	 0.817	 0.8415	 3919	 597	 14742	 879	
7	 0.8647	 0.9394	 0.865	 0.9005	 4499	 290	 9334	 704	











4	 Inf	 Inf	 Inf	 Inf	
7	 449800	 -6.0555	 449800	 234215.4230	













4	 623.0768	 33.81330	 623.0768	 339.2676	
7	 Inf	 Inf	 Inf	 Inf	























































4	 1658.5903	 44.0309	 1658.5903	 878.8898	
7	 Inf	 Inf	 Inf	 Inf	











4	 620.32967	 34.1471	 620.32967	 338.9265	
7	 Inf	 Inf	 Inf	 Inf	
























































































































































































































































































































































Figure S1: (a) Confusion Matrix and Performance Metrics for Task 4 Merged Model on 






Figure S1: (a) Confusion Matrix and Performance Metrics for Task 4 Merged Model on 
entire EMNIST datasetTABLE	S7:	Performance	Metrics	for	Task	4	Merged	Model 
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Figure	S7:	(a)	Confusion	Matrix	and	(b)	Performance	Metrics	for	Task	10	Merged	Model	on	entire	EMNIST	dataset	
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